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Fundamental quantum noise mapping with tunnelling
microscopes tested at surface structures of subatomic
lateral size†

Markus Herz, Samuel Bouvron, Elizabeta Ćavar, Mikhail Fonin, Wolfgang Belzig
and Elke Scheer*

We present a measurement scheme that enables quantitative detection of the shot noise in a scanning

tunnelling microscope while scanning the sample. As test objects we study defect structures produced

on an iridium single crystal at low temperatures. The defect structures appear in the constant current

images as protrusions with curvature radii well below the atomic diameter. The measured power

spectral density of the noise is very near to the quantum limit with Fano factor F ¼ 1. While the

constant current images show detailed structures expected for tunnelling involving d-atomic orbitals of

Ir, we find the current noise to be without pronounced spatial variation as expected for shot noise

arising from statistically independent events.
1 Introduction

For the development of atomic and molecular size functional
electronic building blocks the knowledge of the nature of the
electronic transport is crucial. For instance quantum mechan-
ical tunnelling enables phase coherent transport, while the
phase information in thermally activated transport processes is
randomized.1 Shot noise measurements have been proven to be
an important tool for revealing electronic interactions and
correlations in electronic transport in a variety of systems2

ranging from the fractional quantum Hall regime3,4 viametallic
quantum dots5 and superconducting systems6 to atomic
contacts7–15 including elastic4–7 as well as inelastic electronic
transport properties.8–15 Further promising prospects of
tunnelling noise measurements have been demonstrated by
superconducting on-chip detection schemes,16 primary electron
thermometry17 and dynamical environmental effects on higher
cumulants.18 The absolute limits of single charge detection by
measuring the full counting statistics directly were achieved
using a quantum point contact detector of the charge in
quantum dots.19–22

In the seminal work of Birk et al.5 ultra-high resolution of the
noise signal has been obtained with a scanning tunnelling
microscope (STM) operating under steady conditions, i.e.
without scanning. An elegant solution combines direct current
mapping with an indirect measurement of the noise by
recording the emitted light intensity.23,24 To the best of our
anz, 78457 Konstanz, Germany. E-mail:

tion (ESI) available. See DOI:

3

knowledge, only one experiment has been reported showing
simultaneous current and direct current noise mapping with
spatial resolution.25

However, this experiment did not study the shot noise
regime but concentrated on f �b noise contributions in the
power spectral density, where f is the frequency and b is an
empirical parameter close to one. Such extrinsic noise is usually
dominant and hampers the use of noise measurements in STM
investigations to reveal intrinsic features caused by e.g. elec-
tronic correlations. In general several noise contributions exist,
arising from the various components of the circuit. These
components may vary signicantly when varying, e.g., the
current while scanning a corrugated surface, erroneously
mimicking features in the noise signal.

For demonstrating the successful operation of our novel
scheme we concentrate here on the intrinsic fundamental noise
due to the tunnelling effect, i.e. a system in which the noise is
expected to be white, spatially constant, and its size can be
precisely computed from fundamental theory without free
parameters.

For this purpose we produce defect structures with small
lateral size that serve as test structures for comparing the
constant current images with the noise images. At rst we show
that the topography images can quantitatively be described,
when taking into account the non-exponential radial distribu-
tion of the tunnelling current. This quantitative description
enables us to ascribe the observed ultrasmall defect structures
to arise from tunnelling between d-states in the tip and in the
sample. In the next step we record and analyse the noise while
scanning these topographically pronounced structures and
verify that the noise map is featureless, despite the strong
corrugation in the topography.
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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2 Quantum noise measurements
2.1 Theoretical background

For a tunnel barrier with transmissions Tn � 1 of current-
carrying conduction channels, involving only elastic processes
at the barrier, and at voltages where the density of states can be
considered constant, statistical considerations result in a low-
frequency limit of the current noise power spectral density

S ¼ 2eVG0coth

�
eV

2kBT

�X
n

Tn (1)

with the conductance quantum G0 ¼ 2e2/h. Here, kB is Boltz-
mann's constant, V is the applied voltage, e is the elementary
charge, h is Planck's constant, and T is the absolute tempera-
ture.2 When the voltage exceeds the thermal energy kBT/e,
expression (1) exponentially approaches the quantum limit
2e|I|, where I is the DC component of the tunnelling current
(TC). Interactions in the transport result in deviations from this
simple relationship that are usually accounted for by the Fano
factor F with

S ¼ 2e|I|F (2)

as shown e.g. in ref. 2–4 for highly correlated quasiparticles in
two-dimensional electron gases or superconducting point
contacts, respectively. We present here a novel and simple noise
measurement scheme that enables us to demonstrate F ¼ 1 at
all positions for a model system in which the transport takes
place through particular atomic orbitals despite a pronounced
topography in the current image. This nding is important in
particular for the eld of molecular electronics where local
deviations from bare tunnelling might be expected.

2.2 Design of the experiment

We probe the current noise in a home-made low-temperature
temperature scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) with very
high thermal, mechanical and electronic stability.26 The Ir (111)
single crystal was thoroughly cleaned as described in the ESI.†
The clean Ir (111) sample was immediately installed on the
sample holder of the STM. At room temperature, the vacuum
can hosting the STM with a knife-cut Ir tip is pumped to a
moderate vacuum of p ¼ 10�3 Pa. During cool-down the
temperature to approximately 30 K, the sample and the tip are
steadily kept several Kelvin above the coldest parts of the insert
for limiting condensation of contaminants. The electronic
experiments are then performed at 4.2 K in a cryogenic vacuum
in the order of 10�11 Pa or lower. The electronic measurement
setup is modied for extracting the current noise and its spec-
tral density without the necessity of double wiring and per-
forming cross-correlation7 and without going to high frequency
measurements.27 The AC-coupled current output signal of a low-
noise current-to-voltage converter (IVC) is sent through a setup
very similar to that described in ref. 25 or 28, containing a
fourth order band pass with a centre frequency of 1.5 kHz and a
quality factor of six. In the linear range of the amplier, the
band-limited noise signal is squared and averaged, to obtain the
direct analogue of the total noise power, which is
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
VNoise;contact ¼ g2
ðN
0

ðS þ S0ð f ÞÞwð f Þdf ¼ VNoise;S þ VNoise;0 (3)

including the white noise S of the tunnelling contact, resulting
in the voltage noise contribution VNoise,S and the amplier noise
S0( f ) resulting in the voltage noise contribution VNoise,0. The
tip–sample capacitance is usually low enough to allow for
measuring the uncorrelated offset noise VNoise,0 when retracting
the tip. The function w( f ) ( f being the frequency) has a roll-off
of order eight above and below the pass-band, and g is an
effective gain factor of the amplier chain.

By subtracting the offset voltage noise contribution, VNoise,0,
we obtain the tunnelling contact noise power spectral density

S ¼ ðVNoise;contact � VNoise;0Þ
��

g2
ðN
0

wð f Þdf
�

(4)

The noise measurement system is calibrated by measuring
the output change produced by the Johnson current–noise
power spectral density 4kBT/R of a resistor R with very low
capacitance at the input, substituting the sample, and the IVC
noise was further checked to be independent of the DC current
through reference resistors. Further details of the schematic
diagram, examples of noise spectra and breakdown of major
detector noise components, calibration of the analogue noise
signal, etc. are presented in the ESI.†

To avoid any variable perturbations of the noise signal
that could be caused by vibrations in the tunnelling barrier
or uctuations of the tunnelling voltage, the tunnelling
voltage and the piezoelectric actuator voltages are low-pass
ltered when the setup is switched into the noise-acquisi-
tion mode. The bandwidth of the STM feedback loop is kept
well below the relevant cut-off frequency of the actuator
system. The IVC includes a linear range and a logarithmic
range described in ref. 29. The measurements are performed
in the linear range, and the contacts are closed in the log-
arithmic range.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Fabrication of local defects

To produce surface structures with spatial variations of sub-
atomic size – from here on labeled “subatomic features” – the
sample surface is modied by repeatedly impinging the tip into
the sample surface and thus forming a metallic point contact,
employing a dynamic STM mode similar to that described in
ref. 30 at average currents in the range of up to 1mA, voltages up
to 0.5 Volts, and tapping frequencies between 40 Hz and 120 Hz.
Excitation is performed by applying an AC voltage to the
longitudinal channel of the scanner piezo. The number of
conductance quanta reached at the lower turning point can be
observed directly at the oscilloscope for up to �10G0. This
procedure has been applied successfully to form clean atomic
contacts and atomic chains of Ir and other metals despite the
presence of residual contaminants on the surface.31 Aer the
described modication procedure the STM is operated at a
conductance <10�3G0 and voltages <100 mV. Typical constant
current images exhibit defect structures at variable scales down
Nanoscale, 2013, 5, 9978–9983 | 9979
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to subatomic dimensions as depicted in Fig. 1. Features at
atomic and smaller scales are clearly visible.

3.2 Topography

In this section we briey address the origin of the highly
corrugated structures. Subatomic resolution in scanning probe
techniques is a fascinating eld by itself. Subatomic details in
STM imaging have been quantitatively described in the pio-
neering work of Chen,32 taking into account orbital convolu-
tions. Features of subatomic size observed by atomic force
microscopy under UHV conditions and ascribed to p orbitals
have been reported earlier for a Si surface33 and recently by STM
when using a tip with p electronic character.34 Since our main
interest in these structures is to use them as test bed for qual-
ifying the noise measurement scheme, we keep this section
concise and give further details in the ESI.†

The subatomic features occur regularly aer typically 102 to
104 indentations, however, with variable shape and stability
reecting that they present metastable states with limited life-
time. Aer several hours or repeated scanning with high
currents they may disappear again or change their spatial
appearance on the subatomic scale while the neighbourhood
Fig. 1 Constant current images obtained nearby the location where an Ir
contact has been formed in the dynamic STM mode with intermittent contact.
The vertical ranges of the topographic areas are (a) 0.66 nm, (b) 0.65 nm, (c)
0.46 nm, and (d) 1.10 nm. A flip of the electronic structure occurs spontaneously,
transferring the configuration shown in (a) to the configuration in (b). Remark-
ably, the background topographic feature at the right lower corner of the images
(a) and (b) does not change considerably while the subatomic structures at the
centre do change. See the ESI† document for an apical cross-section of topog-
raphy (c) along the horizontal dotted line. The grey area marks a region where
extended noise probing has been performed (see Fig. 3). The rim-like structures in
frames (c) and (d) are interpreted as interacting d-electronic tip and sample states
of Ir.29,30 Tunnelling parameters: (a) V ¼ 11.5 mV, I ¼ 190 pA, (b) V ¼ 11.5 mV,
I ¼ 103 pA, (c) V ¼ 11.3 mV, I ¼ 109 pA, and (d) V ¼ 32.4 mV, I ¼ 257 pA.

9980 | Nanoscale, 2013, 5, 9978–9983
topography remains constant. For example the structures in the
lower right corner of Fig. 1(a) and (b) are unchanged although
the subatomic features in the centre are different. This obser-
vation points to an electronic (orbital) nature of the structures.
Given the very low temperature at which the experiment is run,
we believe that surface diffusion of the atoms can be excluded.
However, the defect structures most likely represent metastable
states including electronic trap states. We assume that the
relaxation of the defect states causes the time-dependence of
the subatomic features, e.g. by dislocations of the subatomic
distance of atoms in the surface or the tip that lead to a change
of the overlap of the wave functions.

In frame Fig. 1(a), the curvature radius of the symmetrical
central peak is 180 pm, corresponding to the convolutionmatrix
elements of higher angular momentum electronic states of
Ir.30,32 Accordingly, the structures in frames (a) and (b) are
interpreted as Ir d-states imaged by a state of higher symmetry,
presumably an s-state of the tip. We note that the roles of the
“tip” and the “sample” are interchangeable in STM experi-
ments. Since the typical curvature radii close to the topographic
maxima in frames (c) and (d) are ranging down to �90 pm,
presumably higher angular momentum (d-) states are present
on both sides of the junction, yielding extremely small apex
radii and more complex structures. In frame (d), we measure a
distance of (223 � 12) pm between the ns of the corrugated
structure, corresponding well to the Ir atomic double bond
covalent distance of 230 pm.35

In the ESI† we justify our interpretation by a detailed quan-
titative analysis. We show that they are described quantitatively
by the full tunnelling theory and how the quantitative under-
standing can be used for determining the real distance between
the closest nuclei. The narrow structures are in agreement with
the expected shape arising from the overlap of higher angular
momentum (l ¼ 2 or higher) states with sharp lobes of the wave
functions.30,32 We demonstrate that in STM the geometric
effects of orbital interactions play an important role. We believe
that our work represents the rst demonstration of spatially
resolved d-orbitals in a metallic system by scanning tunnelling
microscopy.
3.3 Shot noise mapping

We now turn to the noise measurements. At the position of the
topographic maximum shown in Fig. 1(c) and at a tunnelling
resistance of �37 MU, the STM feedback was switched off and
simultaneous noise and current (S/I/V) spectroscopy was per-
formed, cf. Fig. 2.

The non-contact offset noise-density was determined at the
retracted tip and subtracted from the data. Besides a small
additional offset, the measured noise follows to a good
approximation the quantum limit 2e|I| above the thermal
energy, which is in the order of 1 meV. Deviations can be caused
by an increased tip–sample capacitance that has an inuence
on the noise offset. The linear dependence of the noise power
on the current above the thermal energy is a signature of the
shot noise. Any linear cross-talk of a disturbance into the TC, or
1/f contributions, would produce quadratic components.5 The
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
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Fig. 2 S/I/V spectroscopy at the position of the topographic maximum of
Fig. 1(c) at a tunnelling resistance of 37 MU, corresponding to 308 pA at 11.5 mV,
and above a flat location at �10 MU. Above the thermal energy, which is in the
range of 1 meV, the measured noise is slightly above the limiting scale 2e|I|.
Current offset, voltage offsets and nominal non-contact noise offset have been
subtracted. The noise power is given by the average of measurements that are
acquired during a measurement period in which no other instabilities
are observed. The blue lines symbolize extremal slopes of S(V) dependences that
are compatible with the measured noise.

Fig. 3 Simultaneous high resolution imaging of topography and Fano factor. (a)
Topographic image contrast covering the grey area of Fig. 1(c), raw data. Only a
small area is scanned because of the slow noise measurement speed that is
required to obtain stable imaging with the piezo filtering engaged, and to obtain
sufficient resolution in the noise measurement, see ESI.† The scale of the slow
scanning direction has been magnified by a factor of 10. Scan direction from right
to left. Tunnelling resistance: 77 MU. (b) Corresponding noise contrast with offset
correction. Brighter areas correspond to lower noise. (c) Cross-section of topog-
raphy along the first scan line of frame (a), raw data, and cross-section of average
Fano factor F, averaged over five scan lines. The lowered integrator part of the
feedback loop causes a current increase at the image start. Scan speed: 42 pm s�1.
Imaging parameters: 11.5 mV, 150 pA. The brightness range in (b) covers 0.5 <
F < 1.75 and is represented by the borders of the grey area in (c).
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residual variations are mainly determined by detector noise.
This observation suggests that at the peak of the current image
marked in Fig. 1(c), the Fano factor is close to one, and the
tunnelling is mainly determined by the statistical transition of
electrons given by the quantum mechanical transmissions Tn.2

A numerical t for the Fano factor above the thermal energy,
allowing for linear effects in S(V), has been performed for |V| >
3 mV. The resulting Fano factors are in the range 1.04 < F < 1.22
for negative voltages and 1.11 < F < 1.24 for positive voltages.
The four extremal results of six ttings belonging to three
voltage sweeps are shown in Fig. 2. The standard deviations of F
are in the range of 0.07 for negative V and 0.03 for positive V.

The largest experimental error is the detector noise deter-
mining the uncertainty of the single measurements shown in
Fig. 2. However, it is possible to reduce this statistical error to
the limits given by the stability of the measurement setup and
all other possible residual errors. Residual errors and their
properties are discussed in the ESI.† The detector noise shrinks
dramatically when averaging over many measurements in an
averaging t, and the Fano factor is close to one.

Within the experimental accuracy, the Fano factor was not
observed to fall below F ¼ 1, which is expected for uncorrelated
electronic transport when no double-barriers are present.5 An
increased noise is consistent with theories including excitations
of phonons in the mesoscopic tunnelling regime.8–15 However,
the current should increase by the same ratio, so that the Fano
factor would not deviate from F ¼ 1 in this limit. In our exper-
iment deviations can be caused by an increased tip–sample
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2013
capacitance that inuences the noise offset. Fig. 3 shows a
simultaneous noise and topographic mapping above the grey
area marked in Fig. 1(c), recorded at a tunnelling resistance of
77 MU. The topographic image of the electronic structure is
slightly different from the images shown in Fig. 1 and cross-
sections presented in the ESI.† Parts of the changes are caused
by sensitivity with respect to the vertical current gradient due to
reduced topographic controller gains. A Fano factor close to one
with no signicant spatial contrast is observed. The residual
uctuation is mainly determined by detector noise. In line with
the above discussion of the S(V) error, the Fano factor error
shrinks considerably by averaging this detector-driven error
over several scan lines. This is directly visualized in Fig. 3. The
rms-deviation of the determined Fano factor F ¼ 1.13 � 0.11
when averaging over ve scan-lines is in the range expected
from dividing the rms-deviation of F ¼ 1.13 � 0.18 determined
from the pixels of ve scan-lines by a factor of

ffiffiffi
5

p
. Possible

sources of systematic deviations changing the statistical prop-
erties are a slight increase at the borders of the in-plane scan
range caused by changing the input capacitance due to a highly
effective tip radius and changing the tip–sample distance, and
the spectral weight in different frequency ranges. Spot tests of
S/I/V spectroscopy, time spectra, scanning and recording the
noise signal have been performed above several locations of the
images shown in Fig. 1, and others. Time spectra conrm white
Nanoscale, 2013, 5, 9978–9983 | 9981
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noise within the measurement accuracy. The Fano factor F ¼ 1
is observed to be a lower limit for the current noise, and the I/V-
curves are linear within the experimental accuracy. Further
noise analysis is given in the ESI.† Within the measurement
accuracy, the noise power is – as theoretically expected – not
correlated with the topographic signal, proving the excellent
performance of the noise measurement scheme.
4 Conclusions

In conclusion, we used a simple method to produce features
with subatomic spatial variation showing all the geometry
expected for sd-hybrid orbital systems. These structures are
used to demonstrate the functionality of a novel noise
measurement scheme that does not require double wiring and
cross-correlation, but can be performed with a standard
commercial STM electronic setup. Careful modelling and cali-
bration procedures are presented that enable quantitative
determination of the shot noise of tunnelling currents. Simul-
taneous probing of topography and noise leads to the conclu-
sion that “statistical” tunnelling is dominant when imaging the
detailed real space structures. The linear relationship between
noise and current is robust within the sub-atomic details, and
above the thermal energy. The measured current noise is not
inuenced by the constant-current topography. Statistical
tunnelling indicates that very probably no resonant oscillatory
process occurs in the constant current imaging. In the case of a
highly oscillatory dynamic process correlated with the tunnel-
ling, the noise is expected to differ signicantly from F ¼ 1, and
a correlation with the topographic controller output would be
expected. We thus conrm that the observed topographic
structures are determined by elastic tunnelling. Spatially
dependent noise might be expected if electronic correlations are
relevant for the electronic transport, for e.g. inelastic co-
tunnelling effects,36 Kondo correlations37 or molecular orbital
coupling.38 Our results pave the way to high-resolution noise
mapping of molecular and other nanostructures on surfaces.
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